Space Sickness part 3

Sue woke up her mind was overwhelmed with sensations of pain her legs and bottom had been so cruelly flogged and beaten they were useless dull aching jelly, her pussy was also aching she had been vibrated and licked to orgasm so many times she was rather sore there as well. Sue realised she was out of the cot she was on the floor lying down on padding propped up against a corner of a room. Domina3X seemed to have converted one of the store rooms into a padded cell. Sue realised that she was panting heavily it was a struggle just to breath the jacket seemed much tighter her shoulders and arms ached. Sue tried to move her arms but it hurt they didn’t have a millimetre of play that she had had the last time. Domina3X had taken the jacket off her and replaced it with a dreadfully tighter one while she was asleep. Domina3X had really refined its design and with the fabricator could make anything she wanted to control her.  

Sue was so weak due to the drugs and because her muscles were painfully restrained by the strait jacket at least her legs appeared to be free to a degree.  She was disorientated from the lack of visual tactile and audio stimulus. She was only living through the punishments inflicted on her by her tormentor then she got to thinking about the orgasms that she had been forced to endure one after another the tickling the teasing the torment it hand been all that bad.

Sue felt the large plug wedged in her anus shift as she moved there was still liquid locked into her back passage and it was uncomfortable. But a small mercy it seemed to be a far smaller volume than what she had been subjected to before. She could hear Domina3X’s voice “Squirm for me naughty girl” The oxyphenisatin stimulant enema stimulated the muscles of her colon to contract fiercely.  The plug stayed put as her bowels fought to expel the enema. There was a little liquid sealed into her bladder as well. It was uncomfortable she was trapped and could not help herself. Sue found herself desperately gyrating about trying to get comfortable she had to fight the urgent contractions of her colon as it felt as if it were being tied in knots, Domina3X easily controlled the technology inside her escape was impossible. 

Sue could feel the padding under her shift someone was approaching it had to be Domina3X she stood a little way back admiring her handy work. Sue thought about her straight jacket. Her arms were now tucked tightly behind her body between her shoulder blades wrist and elbows tightly held together. There was a strap around her wrists there was a strap around her doubled up elbows and there was a strap digging into the top of her shoulders to prevent Sue from moving her arms at all. Her hands ended in a heavily padded double mitten each finger held in a sleeve of fabric completely immobile. There was a tight column of material running from wrist to elbow over her doubled up arms the tube appeared to have been riveted to the straight jacket. Sue could feel a high tight rigid neck to the jacket it prevented her from moving her head it was heavily padded for long term wear. There was a solid metal insert of some sort between the layers of fabric she could feel it pushing into her neck keeping her head rigidly in place.

Domina3X had gone over board quadruple sewing all the seams of the jacket molecularly gluing and riveting them shut. Sue could struggle form now till the end of time and it would make no difference she wasn't going to escape the jacket. The jacket was open at the front both of her breasts were exposed with a tight strap applied to there bases. Sue felt a hand caress her right nipple then her left she moaned into the thick gag. Domina3X was there her from was probably completely humanoid now a full android “Do you like your little jacket naughty girl it looks so good on you let me give you a cuddle.” 

Domina3X literally picked Sue up as if she weighed nothing then started to stroke and cuddle her bound body. The only part of the jacket that could be released was the tight crotch panel it was far wider and snugger than its predecessors. The diaper it held tightly over Sues crotch had been enhanced, it had extra thick padding and four locking clasps even if Sue was not wearing the straight jacket she would have been unable to get it off. Sue tried to move her arms but she could not even shrug a shoulder. The back of the jacket was now riveted shut closed tight shaped like a corset. Sue could feel her body responding to Domina3X’s caressing and teasing she had no way to resist and no desire to resist.

The hood seemed to have been upgraded. The hood had a jaw dislocatingly large built in ring gag, her jaw was forced open wider than it had ever been forced before. There was a nose hook to keep her airways open she hated the invasion. There were rubber tubes fed into her nostrils taking away her sense of smell and making her more uncomfortable. She could smell that characteristic smell of rubber but it was oppressive and invasive. She couldn't see anything of course but there was a large pad pressing over her eyes and some sort of wide strap pushing into her temple. Domina3X gently unclipped the blindfold and pealed it away leaving it dangling from the side of the hood. Sue blinked and looked at Domina3X her android body was complete and covered in artificial skin. She was over seven feet tall Sue was tiny by comparison. Domina3X was elegant graceful her long powerful legs were perfectly sculpted her skin flawless her eyes a deep silver colour her skin a very pale white, Her lips red and inviting. Sue could feel herself desiring the android strange as it was. she was a mechanical goddess designed to dominate and control a puny human. 

Domina3X gently laid her down and twirled around so that Sue could get a full look at her she wore 2 inch heels adding a little to her seven foot frame she had a tight rubber nurse’s uniform a fetish version of one anyway. Her bottom was round and inviting the rubber skirt barely covering her there were rubber suspenders a low cut rubber dress long sensuous gloves. Sue felt her heart skip a beat she felt heat rise up in her chest and her loins. Domina3X grinned “you like what you see don’t you naughty girl I can see the lust in your eyes the beat of your hear you want to be dominated as much as want to dominate you.”

Domina3X reached down the gag plug seemed to be far lager with a few twists it was deflating with a pop it came lose. Domina3X put it to one side. Sue’s jaw was painfully stretched to the point that it was numb around the Ring gag. Domina3X leaned down her red lips met Sue‘s and the two of them kissed Domina3X gently pushed Sue onto her back she towered over sue then she was on top of her the kiss continued. Domina3x‘s long shapely legs perfectly sculpted wrapped themselves tightly around Sue‘s legs holding them in a lovers embrace her arms gently but firmly caressing Sue‘s body holding them together. The hood felt tighter as if it was thicker heavier and had multiple layers Sue was correct on both these guesses. Domina3X held Sue’s head down forcing it between her large breasts. The artificial flesh was warm and inviting Sue’s head was held in the middle of domina3X’s cleavage she licked and sucked away trapped with artificial rubber and synthetic flesh as real as any lover she had had before.  

Domina3X pushed Sue down lower “Let us see naughty girl if you can replicate what I did to you?” Sue found herself between the androids legs a perfectly sculpted artificial pussy greeted her she set about licking and sucking as the android encouraged her squeezing her thighs tightly about Sue’s head. The jacket it was the perfect prison there were no straps all the joints had composite reinforcing, there were four bonded layers of tight fabric. The jacket had been sculpted around Sue’s waist, it was very tight very sexy there was a wide metal reinforcing belt around her stomach tightly squeezing her through the fabric giving her a wasp waist. Sues breasts were exposed and she felt her nipples aching as Domina3X played with them there were two oval holes for her breasts at the front of the jacket they bulged out like two balloons, the base of each breast was tightly and painfully constricted, framing Sue’s attributes it was like almost everything else turning her on at this point. There was extra padding turning the ends of the sleeves into mittens making it impossible for sue to move her fingers at all. Domina3X moaned and tightly squeezed Sue she pushed her deeper crying out and shuddering “Good girl it’s a pleasure to be able to replicate that little human ability to orgasm.”

Domina3X kissed Sue on the lips then left her sitting in one corner of the room. Sue looked around it was pink the jacket was pink her hood was pink the walls and padding was pink she was embarrassed even her diaper was pink. Her legs were in a different position they were free sort of. They were tightly encased in a pair of heelless ballet boots up to just below her calf. Sue had no way to stand or flatten her feet They made her legs so hard to move she remembered Domina3X “You will have your feet permanently locked in an endpoint position you will not be able to walk you will be forced to spend the rest of your time crawling on your knees like a baby.” Sue moved onto her knees and shuffled over to domina3X she meekly knelt in front of her mistress with her eye’s shut and her head down.

Domina3X smiled “good girl time for a reward” Sue was starting to get used to the idea of being in this position and enjoying it. When bam the plug in her ass began to vibrate she felt her body react she was suddenly turning red from the humiliation. Domina3X kissed her then gently returned the gag into her mouth and the blindfold over her eyes she tightly hugged Sue from behind massaging and toying with her breasts. The shaft of the plug was jaggedly ribbed and seemed to go on and on forever vibrating Sue swore it was getting wider and wider with each moment the ribs was vibrating. She could feel her body reacting with a great deal of arousal to this stimulation. To Sue’s dismay she felt the plug grow inside of her ballooning the plug expanded getting more solid the ridges digging into her soft flesh. How was Domina3X going to get it out of her did she even want it removed it felt so good. What the fuck was Domina3X planning to do to her, did she even care as long as she got to orgasm. The plug continued to grow and grow. Sue could feel her orgasm growing to the point where she would soon explode. The plug had a double seal on it to ensure it was water tight. 

Sue found that the plug was releasing something a lubricant containing a synthesised aphrodisiac mixed with a slight irritant. It began to burn but the vibrations were getting stronger leaving Sue a weeping gargling panicking heap on the padded floor futilely tugging and thrashing at her straight jacket as she exploded into an orgasm held in Domina3X‘s tight embrace. Sue was surprised the sensation continued she shifted about trying to relieve the sensation from the plug it was like her flesh was being cooked in a hot fire the intensity of the stimulation but it wouldn’t end. The vibration felt so good she was conflicted torn pain and pleasure her body bucked in the androids arms as she thrashed again finally spent the plug stopped and deflated to a more comfortable size.

Domina3X’s moved Sue around her arms pinned sue to the floor Domin3X’s mouth hovered over one breast her left arm hovered over the other. Sue had no idea what was going on. The androids tongue lowered and started to play teasing and nibbling at Sue’s breasts, Sue felt her breasts tingle the nipples seemed to be growing hard. The android reached for something it was another device it looked like a cross between a rubber sports bra a pair of bear traps and a milking machine. Sue continued to moan into her gag as her nipples were teased tormented stretched and played with. She struggled against all the tight bondage. “Now naughty girl a new toy to try on” Domina3X commented as the device was moved towards Sue chest. She felt an erotic mix of worry and anticipation rolled about in her skull. All Sue’s struggling did was wave her breasts about. The bondage torturer bra came closer Domina3X gently stroked Sue as the bra settled over her giggling chest, a strap was fed behind her back and locked. Domina3X carefully lined it up using this anchor point to pull the bra over both breast. 

The thick rubber covering Sue’s breasts was tight filling her with erotic stimulation it slowly advanced over them Sue felt as if a balloon was stretching over each of her breasts it was tight and a little uncomfortable there were little blunt spikes on the inside and this made her struggle more against the surprise sensation. Her flesh started to heat up more with the thought of more pleasure yet to come. Sue’s struggle only helped the intriguing device. Bit by bit her flesh disappeared covered in rubber. As the majority of her flesh was covered with rubber Sue’s nipples brushed against something cold and metallic built into the bra a 4 way vice. Finally the bra completely engulfed the two jiggling mounds of flesh. Sue felt many sensations the extra pressure all over the surface of her breasts. Straps at the base of each breast were tightened considerably then locks making it impossible to remove. Domina3X held her and cuddle her reassuringly “This will be a crazy ride Sue” The metal sections acted like bear traps clamping down 2 clamps  per breast ran from the apparatus at the nipple to the base strap then tightened. The action felt a vice clamping her soft breasts like pushing dough with a cutter Sue’s breasts bulged outwards her nipples were pushed into waiting metal tubes Sue felt The internal clamps lock at the base of her nipples. They exploded in new and unusual sensations she had very sensitive nipples and she wasn’t 100% sure she’t like them being touched in this manner. It was a little painful it was embarrassing and Sue admitted it to herself turning her on more than a little what was wrong with her.

Domina3X moved to look up a Y shaped tube snaked down from a hatch in the ceiling. The tube ended in two connectors, Domina3X moved the tube closer to Sue soon there were two clicking sounds as the tubes connected to the strange bra. The bra began to power up. For a few seconds it hummed then a motor started. Sue felt the suction start, a vacuum pulled and tweaked at her nipples and massaged her poor breasts. The stimulation soon had an effect, Sue felt her nipples getting hard that was stimulating, Domina3X stroked her “Don’t be afraid this will feel good” Sue could feel herself getting aroused with desire she though it was odd, like her nipples were being twisted and sucked at he same time. She was completely embarrassed as there was no way to cover herself up, it was strange it felt like her breasts were expanding against the suction. Domina3X removed the gag plug and started too deeply kiss Sue could feel the plug buried inside her start to lurch to life she could feel another orgasm building.

Domina3X undid the diaper flap then slowly removed the diaper it was quite redundant with the plugs mostly there to humiliate and control Sue. Domina3X Reached over to a slot in the wall where she had recovered the Bra. Domina3X had a very large black ribbed rubber plug about 10 ½ inches long in her hand. The plug had two straps at the base and was deeply ribbed along its length. Domina3X stroked Sue “would you like a little more stimulation naughty girl?” Sue nodded as best as she could with the tight collar. Gently Domina3X pushed the plug home into Sue’s pussy. Sue despite or perhaps because of her confinement was already very well lubricated and stimulated. Sue began to eagerly wiggle her hips. The tip of the plug was pushed in against her lips. The two straps at the base of the plug were connected to either side of the waist of the straight jacket then shortened. Inch by inch the fat plug disappeared into Sue. She was welcoming it, soon the plug was drawn in all the way it had completely disappeared into her. A few seconds after that Sue felt the plug expand stretching just till there was a slight twinge of pain in with the pleasure. Domina3x stroked her “doesn’t that feel good?” Sue could feel herself close to coming, she was just on the point of relief, the plug vibrated violently. Sue practically jumped out of her skin, she bit down hard on the gag pulled at her strapped arms and legs thrashed around as much as she could bucking against the vibrations climaxing and screaming in pleasure.

The plug inside her pussy slowed down and stoppedDomina3X attached a syringe to Sue’s catheter “this is for your own good naughty girl.” Sue could feel the cold liquid filling her bladder it had an odd tingling sensation quickly filling her up. Then it caused a strange sensation her body grew hotter and hotter what horrible solution it contained she couldn’t guess as. Sue shook her body and screamed into her gag in confusion for it to stop. Domina3X stroked her  “there there you need a little pain to mix with the pleasure naughty girl” After five minutes the burning started to cool down, however the liquid was still inside her when Domina3X pulled the syringe away leaving Sue so full that she felt that she would burst. Domina3X could control her so easily. Sue felt the plug in her rear spring to life again but it was set to low to stimulate her all the way to release.

The door to the cell opened a maintenance robot dropped a large metal object on the floor then shut the door. Sue could hear the clang and feel the vibration Domina3X stoked her shoulder reassuringly “I had a special little cage made for you.” Domina3X gently but firmly forced Sue into the cage making her bend down, patting her on the bottom as she gently pushed her into the cold metal cell, Sue could barely fit. Cold metal was tight against her knees her shoulders her back and forehead. She wondered did Domina3X have lock the cage shut. There was no room at all her bottom was hard up against the back or the cage the bars pressed into her round flesh Domina3x‘s hand caressed her bottom “you look so sexy squeezed in like this.” Sue’s head touched the front her shoulders were tightly wedged she could not wiggle even a bit, Sue was having trouble even breathing the vibrators were picking up again.

Domina3X watched with a predatory gaze. She gently moved a round rubber coated bar pushing it through the cage under Sue’s neck and out the other side. It held Sue’s head firmly in place, Sue heard Domina3X fixing both ends to the outside of the cage “there you go naughty girl nice and snug and secure.” After that a large u shaped piece of curved metal was passed through the side of the cage over her right folded knee pulling her leg to the side of the cage. Sue move her other leg into place for a second curved piece of metal captured her left leg, the two pieces of metal were tightly bolted to the side of the cage holding her legs tightly in place “your so sexy when your helpless” Sue could feel herself becoming more and more aroused as the restraints got tighter. A special curved Hook made from a piece of metal were fed through the cage just below the end of her folded elbows through a loop on the back of the jacket then tightened holding them close to the top of the cage adding more discomfort to her taxed shoulder, then this was also bolted firmly in place. A tube was attached to the gag. Then Domina3X tightened everything up all too tight to move. Sue moaned into her gag as her restraints tightened. Dommina3x added a couple of extra pumps on the gag to keep her quiet.

Sue couldn’t believe her predicament she could not speak see smell hear or touch her limbs were completely immobile folded away, she was a helpless little ball of maddeningly aroused and erotically tormented flesh. The plugs slowly started to build up she was aroused from the tight confinement her every orifice tightly and punishingly stuffed she had a strange sensation from her breasts that they were actually growing she disregarded it the bra must be just shrinking more tightly around her.

Domina3x patted her head between the bars of the cage she moved behind her and attached something to the back of Sue’s body to the plug wedged in her bottom. Domia3X sat down on the cage “now your going to be a good little patient and take your medicine.” Sue heard the sound of flowing water and a the enema plug sprang to life. The seal was completely water tight. Sue could feel every bit of the warm soapy solution being delivered. Immediately her guts began to cramp and gurgle her insides throbbed in protest. The plug between her legs began to buzz powerfully. Sue was utterly humiliated as the solution was applied, she actually felt herself getting more and more turned on by the enema. Sue struggled against the restraints like the proverbial mad woman but it did nothing she was practically set in stone and the gaps in the cage were being filled by her expanding belly. She was made to hold the enema solution for 10 minutes. She came with an earth shattering orgasm the likes of witch she had never known, the tighter the restraints the more her body seemed to like it. The machine assaulting her with water went quiet.

Domina3x Patted her on the bottom “how do you like your medicine naughty girl would you like some more just say no if you don’t” Sue thought it might be over but a few seconds later the machine sprang to life again. The plug in her pussy vibrated. More liquid was pumped into her bloated belly. A powerful ginger extract was added to the strong soap solution. Soon Sue was full of ginger it began to itch she began to squirm she could feel her belly cramping even more it was a sensation she could not describe. The second solution was of a far larger volume than the first and she was holding them both. Sue felt something entering her mouth it was a liquid Domina3X was feeding her. The machine made Sue hold the solution for 15 minutes before it changed tactics, Sue found the plug in her ass spring to life as a powerful vibrator. She went over the edge again with the additional stimulation, Sue was panting into her gag, and mercifully the fluid was drained from her bottom.

Domina3X patted her again “now be strong more is to come” A strange cold blue solution was then pumped into Sue. She was not prepared for what hit her. The solution was a powerful cleaning agent, ice cold water and crushed ice. The machine worked to devastating effect, Sue found the machine could deliver little electric shocks to her ass and nipples via the clamps and plugs at this point she actually found it more pleasurable than painful extra stimulation to her body. Sue felt the cold spread through her belly and bowels through her flesh and muscles she definitely didn’t like it. She was well past the point where her muscles had given up struggling. The machine didn’t stop until Sue’s belly bulged further. Domina3X made her hold the new witches brew solution for 20 minutes. Sue was practically shivering as she orgasmed again from the buzzing plugs and was allowed to have the frigid solution emptied from her body. 

Domina3X had one last thing to try on Sue. Sue had eaten hot curries before she hadn’t liked them. The effect of the Enema was far worse. It took about a minute for the concentrated chilli sauce to kick in. Sue felt the burn and it didn’t go away. She began to sweat she began to itch she began to twitch her poor belly so round so tight. Her breathing was soon panting, she struggled again for all she was worth propelled by adrenalin. The burn just got worse and worse. Sue’s belly bulged larger than before she looked like she had an early pregnancy. The machine finally stopped the flow and let Sue stew in her own juices the cramps were such agony. The vibrators went down to a lower setting Finally after 25 minutes the machine allowed her some release letting her cum in the most intense orgasm yet, she was very relieved as the final amount drained away.

Sue had no illusions, Domina3X had not let her restraints loosen one bit. Sue’s definition of uncomfortable or relative comfort changed and evolved from moment to moment but her body was really likening it. The impossibly intense orgasms so on some level the punishments were turning her on, her brain seemed to be she shuddered adapting to this. Finally after such a long time she herd Domina3X’s voice “Aren’t you lucky Sue I have devised the optimum therapy program with the sexual stimulation and retention enema regime you will be fully cured of your space sickness in just under three months aren’t you lucky”. Domina3X’s hands worked through the bars of the cage patting Sue on the head. Her hands worked over Sue’s stomach, through the bars of the cage rubbing her belly causing friction then kneading her flesh like dough. Sue felt like an object a giant stress ball being squeezed it was actually making her very horny. 

Domina3X turned several of the settings up to maximum. The vibrators buzzed the pumps pumped the little electrical shocks continued seemingly without stopping, The Androids hands roamed everywhere over Sue’s helpless body. Sue couldn’t do anything about it at the back of her mind she didn’t want to. Her mind and body were going haywire from the sensations pain then pleasure, then pain pleasure. Domina3X spoke. “Every twelve hours I will empty you but for the next 3 Days this is as comfortable as you will ever be, just think about that you will eventually be well.” Then there was something pressed against Sue’s gag a familiar tasting liquid filled Sue's mouth. She didn’t try to resist she wanted to sleep because she was so tiered it was reassuring she would be in the same position when she woke. Her senses faded into nothingness she faded away into dreamless sleep. 

At the end of Sue’s tour of duty the shuttle was quite surprised to find one very tiered looking technician. She did have a vary large case with her that was over seven feet tall it seemed to be part of her personal luggage but no one remembered delivering it. Sue explained the fact that the material stores for the fabricators and one maintenance robot were missing due to a thruster fault which had to be fixed, it was all there in her log. The shuttle had a schedule and didn’t want to delay it with a prolonged investigation they groaned then moved supplies and a replacement robot form there stores to the station. Sue was practically hugging the large box as the shuttle took her away towards her future adventures she couldn’t wait to see what would happen next.




